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Abstract

Objectives To explore whether a change in work schedule was associated with a change in the probability of prescribed sleep medication use.

Methods A longitudinal study with annual questionnaire data (2008/2009–2021, except 2019) on work schedule (day work only, shift work without nights and shift work with nights) and prescribed sleep medication use from 2028 Norwegian nurses (mean age 31.7 years, 90.5% women at baseline) who participated in the ongoing Survey of Shift work, Sleep and Health (SUSSH). Associations were estimated using a random effects model, and a fixed effects regression model in which nurses were included as their own control to account for potential unobserved confounding.

Results In both models, day work was associated with a more than 50% lower probability of sleep medication use compared with shift work with nights (adjusted OR 0.50, 95% CI 0.27 to 0.93 in the random effects model, and an aOR 0.32, 95% CI 0.14 to 0.70 in the fixed effects regression model). Shift work without nights was associated with a non-statistically significant reduction in sleep medication use within nurses in the fixed effects regression model when compared with shift work with nights (aOR 0.66, 95% CI 0.37 to 1.20).

Conclusions Day work was associated with a significant reduced probability of prescribed sleep medication use compared with shift work with nights. This indicates that quitting night work will improve sleep and thereby reduce hypnotic use.

Introduction

Shift work, defined as work outside the normal daytime work schedule, can disrupt the sleep–wake cycle and cause acute symptoms such as sleepiness at work, as well as curtailed and disturbed sleep. In the sixth European Working Conditions Survey from 2015, 21% of workers reported to be engaged in some kind of shift work. Among Norwegian nurses this figure is 64%. Compared with the general population, a larger proportion of nurses struggle with sleep problems. Similar findings have been reported among shift workers in other occupational groups and countries. Within shift workers, sleep problems have been found to vary by work schedule; sleep problems are reported to be more frequent in those with shift work that involves night work than in those without night work, although not consistently, and among those who have many shifts with less than 11 hours between shifts (quick returns).

Although sleepiness and disturbed sleep are well documented as consequences of shift work, there is a dearth of knowledge about how workers cope with these problems. Sleep medication use is a common treatment strategy to sleep problems in the general population, but not recommended for long-term use due to drug tolerance, risk of addiction and other adverse effects. There is no firm documentation that sleep medication (hypnotics) have beneficial effects on sleep length or sleep quality after night work. In Norway, the most commonly prescribed sleep medications are the so-called z-hypnotics, with zopiclone being most frequently used.

Most studies on the association between work schedules and sleep medication use are based on cross-sectional designs and provide inconsistent results. Only one study relating work schedule to sleep medication use has used a longitudinal design. In that study, encompassing a cohort of Finnish public sector employees, Tucker et al found that shift work with nights, compared with day work, was associated with redeemed hypnotics in all age groups when adjusting for sex, occupation, marital status, alcohol consumption, smoking and physical activity levels. Shift work without nights...
was also associated with increased probability of redeemed prescription in the older age groups. Information on work schedule was based on self-reported information provided at baseline, and the study did not have information on changes in work schedule during follow-up which may have resulted in an underestimation of the risk of hypnotic use associated with shift work.

With longitudinal data with annual follow-ups on sleep medication use and work schedule, we were able to address some of the existing gaps in the literature. We used random and fixed effects regression models to explore whether changes in work schedule were associated with a change in sleep medication use within and between individuals. We hypothesised that day work and shift work without nights compared with shift work with nights would be associated with a lower probability of sleep medication use in a dose-response manner.

METHOD
Participants
The study was based on data from the Survey of Shift work, Sleep and Health (SUSSH) of Norwegian nurses. SUSSH was initiated in 2008 when a stratified sample of 6000 nurses registered as members of the Norwegian Nurses Organization were invited to participate in an annual survey. A random sample was drawn within five strata which were based on time elapsed since graduation (less than 12 months, 1–3 years, >3–6 years, >6–9 years and >9–12 years). Of the 6000 invited nurses, 600 invitations were returned due to wrong addresses, hence 5400 nurses were eligible to participate. Of them, 2059 consented (response rate of 38.1%). In 2009, an additional random sample of 905 newly educated nurses were recruited (response rate 33.0%), resulting in a total sample of 2964 nurses from both hospital-based and community-based care. The nurses have been followed for more than 10 years, and the survey is ongoing. Each year, the nurses have completed a postal questionnaire (except for 2021 when the questionnaire was online). In the follow-up waves, the response rates have ranged from 37.7% to 80.7% (% of baseline sample). The present study includes data from all waves (2008/2009–2021, no questionnaire was sent out in 2019). We excluded all nurses that reported sleep medication use in the first wave to reduce the likelihood of confounding from pre-existing conditions. Data from nurses who did not work as a nurse or were pregnant or in maternity leave in a specific wave were excluded from that wave. The final sample included 2028 nurses who contributed with a total of 11 190 observations. In this sample, 65.6% (n=1330) contributed with outcome data in at least five waves (including baseline).

MEASURES
Work schedule
In each wave, the nurses were asked ‘What best describes your work schedule at your main employer?’ with response categories; ‘day only’, ‘evening only’, ‘both day and evening’, ‘night only’, ‘3-shift schedule (day, evening and night)’ and ‘other schedule including night work’. These were classified into (a) ‘day work only’, (b) ‘shift work without nights’ or (c) ‘shift work with nights’ to obtain a larger sample within each group of work schedule and to align it with the classification used by Tucker et al.12 The exposure variable in the data analyses was work schedule reported in the preceding wave to ensure that the exposure variable preceded the outcome. At baseline, the respondents were asked if they had a second job, but this question was not included in the follow-up waves.

Sleep medication use
The nurses were in each wave asked to report, using a check box with answer categories ‘yes’ and ‘no’ whether they had used prescribed sleep medication in the last year. The second wave (conducted in 2010/2011) and 11th wave (2020) did not include questions on sleep medication use.

Covariates
In addition to wave (time variable), we included the following covariates that a priori were considered as potential confounders of the association between work schedule and sleep medication use; sex (‘male’, ‘female’), age and work experience reported at baseline, marital status (‘partner’, ‘single’), children living at home (‘yes’, ‘no’), per cent of full-time position (37.5 hours/week, 35.5 hours for shift workers) (<50%, ‘50%–70%, ‘71%–90%’, >90%) and type of work place (‘hospital-based’, including somatic and psychiatric hospital, ‘community-based’, including nursing home, home-based care or healthcare centre) reported in each wave. In addition, we adjusted for symptoms of anxiety and/or depression at baseline, using the validated Norwegian version of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (online supplemental material 1),22 to account for potential confounding from pre-existing mental health issues.

Analyses
To estimate the association between work schedule and sleep medication use we used random and fixed effects logistic regression models with the xlogit command in Stata/SE V.17.0.24 Sleep medication use is not a common outcome, and consequently, the estimated ORs can be interpreted as an approximation of the relative risks. Since a change from night work is more common than a change to night work in nurses over time, the category ‘shift work with nights’ was used as the reference group. However, the two models link changes in work schedule to changes in sleep medication use for both directions (to and from work schedule with nights). The random effects model links changes in work schedule to changes in sleep medication use both within and between individuals and assumes that there are no unobserved variables that affects both work schedule and sleep medication use (no unobserved confounding). The fixed effects model on the other hand, accounts for all unobserved confounding that are constant within individuals over time (such as stable personality types, chronotype and health behaviours), as each nurse is included as their own control.25 Therefore, the fixed effects model is less vulnerable to omitted variable bias than a random effects model (or any other traditional longitudinal regression model). Neither the random nor the fixed effects model account for time-varying unobserved confounding. As the fixed effects model only uses within-individual differences, only nurses who change their work schedule during follow-up can contribute to the analyses.25 Consequently, the SEs will be larger than in the random effects model that use the whole data set.

In all analyses we adjusted for wave to account for a potential effect of time. In the adjusted models, sex, age (age and age squared), work experience (both included as continuous variables) and symptoms of anxiety and/or depression at baseline and marital status, children living at home, per cent of full position, and type of workplace in each wave were included as additional adjustment variables. In the fixed effects model, the same variables as in the random effects model were adjusted for, but the association with variables that are constant over time for an individual cannot be estimated by this model. To explore whether the association between work schedule and sleep medication use
varied by age, we included an interaction term between work schedule and age in additional models.

**Sensitivity analyses**

Both the random and the fixed effects models assume that the current value of the outcome (sleep medication use) does not predict future values of the exposure (work schedule).\(^2\)

To assess this assumption, we conducted a sensitivity analysis in which we ran the regression models with night work in the current wave (‘yes’/’no’) as the outcome variable and sleep medication use in the same wave as the exposure variable when controlling for work schedule in the preceding wave. If the estimate for sleep medication use was statistically significant, this would suggest that the assumption stated above was violated. Further, we explored whether there had been a change in exposure to psychological job demands over time using the respondents’ answer to five items from the Swedish-Demand-Control-Support Questionnaire (online supplemental material 1).\(^2\) This variable was not included in the regression models, as we considered job demands as a potential mediator of the relationship between work schedule and sleep medication use, and as we only had information on this in 4 of 12 waves (1st, 2nd, 7th and 10th wave).

**RESULTS**

In the first wave, 64.8% of the nurses had shift work with nights, 30.5% had shift work without nights and 4.7% had day work only (table 1). A total of 314 nurses (15.6%) had a second job. At baseline, night workers were significantly younger than day workers, had less years of experience and fewer worked full time. Throughout the study period, 30.1% (611 nurses) stopped working nights at least once, while 16.3% (331 nurses) went from shift work without nights or day work only to shift work with nights at least once. Hence, to stop working nights was more common than initiating night work.

Figure 1 displays the proportion of nurses in each work schedule category and the proportion of nurses who reported sleep medication use in each wave. Throughout the study period, the proportion of nurses employed in shift work with nights decreased, while the proportion of nurses with day work only to shift work with nights at least once. Hence, to stop working nights was more common than initiating night work.

Table 1: Baseline (2008/2009) descriptive statistics by work time schedule in a sample of Norwegian nurses (n=2028)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Work schedule (n=2006*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shift work with nights (n=1299)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (column %)</td>
<td>Male 128 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 1711 (90.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, n (col %)</td>
<td>21–29 654 (50.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30–39 469 (36.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥40 174 (13.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status, n (col %)</td>
<td>Partner 888 (68.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single 401 (31.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children living at home</td>
<td>Yes 534 (42.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No 721 (57.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work experience (years)</td>
<td>&lt;1 335 (25.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1–2 321 (24.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3–5 266 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6–10 296 (22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;10 76 (5.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent of full position</td>
<td>&lt;50% 48 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%–75% 450 (34.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>76%–90% 191 (14.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;90% 605 (46.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of workplace</td>
<td>Hospital-based care 1183 (94.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community-based care 67 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job demands‡</td>
<td>Yes 143 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second job</td>
<td>Yes 198 (15.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No 1095 (84.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms of anxiety and/or depression‡</td>
<td>Yes 236 (18.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No 1058 (81.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Twenty-two had missing information on work schedule at baseline.
†Exposure to psychological job demands based on the Swedish-Demand-Control-Support Questionnaire.
‡Symptoms of anxiety and/or depression based on the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.

In the random effects regression model, day work was associated with a 50% lower probability of sleep medication use when compared with shift work with nights (adjusted OR (aOR) 0.50, 95% CI 0.27 to 0.93) (table 2). Shift work without nights was not associated with the probability of sleep medication use (aOR 1.20, 95% CI 0.76 to 1.89). We found no interaction effect between our time variable and shift work schedule, indicating a stable association over time and no interaction effect with age. In the fixed effects regression model, estimating the within-individual effects, day work, compared with shift work with nights, was associated with a 68% reduction in the probability of prescribed sleep medication use (aOR 0.32, 95% CI 0.14 to 0.70). A non-significant reduction in probability of sleep medication use was found for shift work without nights (aOR 0.66, 95% CI 0.37 to 1.20).

In the sensitivity analyses, we found no indication of a violation of the assumption that the outcome (sleep medication use) should not predict future values of the exposure (work schedule) (online supplemental table 1). There was a small increase in exposure to physiological job demands from baseline to the 10th wave for those who participated in both (mean difference 0.3, p value=0.007).

**DISCUSSION**

The large reduction of prescribed sleep medication use associated with a change in work schedule from shift work with nights to day work only, suggests that quitting night work will improve...
sleep and thereby reduce hypnotic use. For most nurses, night work requires them to stay awake at times when the circadian system promotes sleep and sleep when the circadian system promotes wakefulness. This is typically associated with a reduction in total sleep time and insomnia symptoms such as difficulties falling and maintaining sleep, premature awakenings and non-restorative sleep. In nurses, quitting night work has been found to significantly reduce the risk of shift work disorder (a circadian rhythm sleep disorder characterised by excessive sleepiness and reports of insomnia related to the work schedule), and decrease symptoms of sleepiness as well as insomnia.

We did not find a statistically significant reduction in sleep medication use when comparing shift work without nights to shift work with nights. This suggests that schedules that include day and evening work are also associated with clinically significant levels of sleep disturbances. One explanation might be that rotating schedules (both two-shift and three-shift schedule) are associated with having less than 11 hours between shifts (quick returns). Quick returns are quite common among Norwegian nurses. Most often a quick return entails an evening shift followed by a morning shift that starts at about 07:00 hours, which normally will result in shortened and disturbed sleep.

In a case-control study of 7727 Finnish hospital employees in which participants were included as their own controls, an increase in number of quick returns was associated with fatigue during work and free days, in addition to difficulties in initiating sleep. We have identified only one previous study on sleep medication use in nurses that properly separated between day work, shift work with and without nights. That study reported no difference in sleep medication use across work schedule in a sample of 394 Icelandic nurses using a cross-sectional design. Our findings correspond with those of Tucker et al—the only previous study on work schedule and sleep medication use that has used a longitudinal design. That study included 50 633 Finnish public sector employees and linked self-reported information on work schedule at baseline to registry-based information on prescribed hypnotics (N05C, hypnotics and sedatives) with up to 11 years follow-up. Using age-stratified Cox proportional hazard regression models, they found an increased probability of redeemed hypnotics in shift workers with night shifts compared with day workers, across all age groups. Unlike our study, Tucker et al did not have information on work schedule

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work schedule</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crude</td>
<td>Adjusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift work with nights</td>
<td>1.00 (ref)</td>
<td>1.00 (ref)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift work without nights</td>
<td>1.18 (0.80 to 1.74)</td>
<td>1.20 (0.76 to 1.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only day work</td>
<td>0.54 (0.32 to 0.91)</td>
<td>0.50 (0.27 to 0.93)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Models based on longitudinal data. The random effects model links changes in work schedule to changes in sleep medication use both within and between individuals, whereas the fixed effect model only assesses within-individual differences. Total study sample in random effects model: crude: 1893 nurses (8560 observations), and adjusted: 1761 nurses (7269 observations). Total study sample in the fixed effects model: crude: 193 nurses (1121 observations), and adjusted: 168 nurses (933 observations).

*Adjusted for wave, sex, age, age squared, work experience and symptoms of anxiety and/or depression (based on the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale) at baseline, marital status, children living at home, percentage of full-time position and type of workplace in each wave. In the fixed effects model: Adjusted for wave, marital status, children living at home, per cent of full position and type of workplace in each wave.
throughout the follow-up period which may have resulted in an underestimation of the effect of night work on sleep medication use. When comparing shift workers without night shifts to day workers, they found an increased risk for workers in the age groups 40–49 and ≥50. In the present study, we found no evidence that the associations varied by age, but this could be due to a smaller sample making it harder to identify an interaction effect. In addition, the SUSSH cohort is younger than nurses in general (because of the criteria set for recruitment to enable long follow-up) and about 10 years younger on average (at baseline) than the sample included in the study by Tucker et al.31

Throughout the follow-up period of 12 years, we detected a decrease in the proportion of nurses engaged in shift work with nights and conversely an increase in sleep medication use. The increase in sleep medication use over time in our sample contrasts with the trend observed in the general Norwegian population during the last decade, in which the prevalence of hypnotics have been stable at around 8%.31 In SUSSH, the prevalence of prescribed sleep medication was 7.5% at baseline,22 but in the present sample, the initial prevalence was lower as we excluded all nurses who used sleep medication at baseline to reduce confounding from pre-existing conditions. Adjustment for variables that previously have been found to be associated with sleep medication use, such as sex, age, children living at home and work experience,7,11,22,31 did not modify the observed associations between work schedule and sleep medication use found in the present study. Further, we did not find that the observed association between work schedule and sleep medication use varied over time. In SUSSH, the same nurses are followed over time, and no new participants are added. The increased probability of sleep medication use found independently of work schedule may be partly due to ageing31,38 and the cumulative workload experienced by nurses in our sample. We found a slight increase in exposure to psychological job demands from baseline to the 10th wave (2018). As the nurses in our sample grow older, the probability of experiencing sleep problems because of shift work might increase, and in turn, this could result in a higher prevalence of sleep medication use, but also to a higher proportion of nurses who change work schedule to day work only. Although, an increase in sleep disorders in healthcare workers has been reported during the COVID-19 pandemic,35 the increase in sleep medication use in the present sample occurred mainly before the pandemic.

Strengths of the present paper include its longitudinal design with updated information on work schedule and sleep medication use in each wave. In addition, the follow-up period of about 12 years (2008/2009–2021) was long. Since the present study only included nurses, the study participants will be similar in respect to factors such as education, income and health literacy, reducing bias from such potential confounding factors. In addition, we included a design (a fixed effects regression model), in which nurses were included as their own control, to further account for confounding from unobserved factors that are constant over time. Since recruitment, attrition has been low, with response rates ranging from 60% to 80% (of baseline response). In 2020, the response rate dropped to 55.0%, and in 2021 it was 37.7%. Although the infection rates for COVID-19 were low in Norway during the time in which these two waves were conducted (June–August 2020 and June–August 2021), the pandemic may have contributed to a lower response rate. In the last wave (2021), only an online questionnaire was administered, which may also explain the low response rate in that wave. Still, more than 65% of the nurses contributed with data in five waves or more.

The present study still has some limitations that should be mentioned. A crude measure of work schedule was included which makes it harder to interpret our findings as shift work covers a wide range of work arrangements that vary according to important parameters (start and end time, duration of shifts, intensity, direction of rotation and rest periods between shifts) that may impact sleep medication use. The nurses were only asked about their work schedule at their main employer, and the follow-up waves did not include a question on second jobs. Few reported a second job at baseline, and we do not consider it an important source of bias. Night work is associated, among others, with lower staffing36 and more injuries,37 and it cannot be ruled out that such factors may influence the relationship between night work and sleep medication use. Due to lack of information of these factors, we were however not able to adjust for these in the analyses. Further, data on prescribed sleep medication use was based on self-report and we did not include any information on type, amount or frequency of use. There is a risk of recall bias and under-reporting due to sleep medication use being a sensitive topic.38 Reassuringly, a recent study within a sample of the general Norwegian population that compared self-report to registry data on dispensed hypnotics, reported a specificity of 96% and sensitivity of 70% (using the latter as the gold standard).39

The fixed effects regression model accounts for all unobserved variables that are constant over time and that may affect selection into or out of night work. However, the estimates are only generalisable to the group of nurses who change their work schedule over time. These nurses are probably among those who struggle the most with night work. In addition, neither the random nor the fixed effects regression model account for confounding from time-varying unobserved factors or biases due to non-response. For example, the reduction in sleep medication use associated with day work could be due to a medical condition that caused both sleep medication use and affected the decision to leave shift work with nights. The role of this type of unobserved confounding could have been explored by looking separately at the effect of going from day work to shift work with nights. However, this would require a larger sample size than in the present study. Lastly, the initial response rate at baseline in the SUSSH cohort was quite low (mid-30s). Hence, the nurses who participate in the cohort may differ on important characteristics compared with non-responders.

Future studies should include objective and more detailed data on work schedule and sleep medication use, preferably from employee and prescription registries. Considering the increasing need of health workers amid a pandemic, and because of an ageing population, we need more causal evidence on measures that can be taken for nurses to better cope with such work as well as how to mitigate nurse turnover.

CONCLUSIONS

In this longitudinal study, including 2028 nurses with a 12-year follow-up period with data on work schedule and sleep medication use, day work was associated with a 50% lower probability of prescribed sleep medication use compared with a shift work schedule with nights. The present results provide strong indication that quitting night work improves sleep and reduces the need for sleep medication use. For some, quitting night work may be necessary to obtain improved health and well-being.
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Definition of anxiety and depression

To measure symptoms of anxiety and/or depression at baseline, we used the validated Norwegian version of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). HADS consists of 14 items with 7 on anxiety and 7 on depression that respondents score from 0 to 3. A sum score for anxiety and for depression were made, and a score of 8 or more on at least one of the two were coded 1 (“yes”) for the “anxiety and/or depression” variable. In the present study, Cronbach’s alpha for the anxiety and depression subscale was .81 and .82, respectively.

Definition of psychological job demands

To measure exposure to job demands at baseline and in the 10th wave, we used the Swedish-Demand-Control-Support Questionnaire. This questionnaire includes five items on psychological job demands in which the respondent answers the following questions “Does your job require you to work very fast?”, “Does your job require you to work very hard?”, “Does your job require too great a work effort?” , “Do you have sufficient time for all your work tasks?” and “Do conflicting demands often occur in your work?” using a 4-point Likert scale (“yes, often” (=4), “yes, sometimes” (=3), “no, seldom” (=2) and “no, almost never” (=1)). Based on the respondents’ answers, we calculated a sum score (range 5-20). A higher score indicates higher demands. In the present study, Cronbach’s alpha for the job demand scale at baseline was 0.79.
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## Supplemental tables

Supplemental table 1: Odds ratio (OR)* with 95% confidence interval (CI) of work schedule with nights (in current wave) by prescribed sleep medication use (in current wave) over a 12-years follow-up period among Norwegian nurses (n=2028)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sleep medication use</th>
<th>Random effects model</th>
<th>Fixed effects model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.99 (0.74-1.34)</td>
<td>1.13 (0.69-1.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.00 (ref.)</td>
<td>1.00 (ref.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Models based on longitudinal data. The random effects model links changes in work schedule to changes in sleep medication use both within and between individuals, whereas the fixed effect model only assesses within-individual differences. Total study sample n=1881 (8434 observation) in the random effects model, n=526 (2838 observations) in the fixed effects model.

*Adjusted for wave and work schedule in the preceding wave.